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Hugh Wood Wild Cyclamen
I started with writing songs. Teenage enthusiasm
for lyrics by AE Housman, WH Auden and C Day
Lewis produced a set for chorus and piano,
performed at Oxford, and later orchestrated,
Songs for Springtime made another appearance
at Churchill College, Cambridge. The poetry of
John Donne was also an early passion, resulting
in settings of The Sunne Rising and The Goodmorrow. The devotion has lasted; it is a major text
of Donne on which I am at present working. In
2009-10 I resuscitated three songs with string
orchestra left incomplete in 1956: the texts are
by Anon, who wrote Tom o’Bedlam’s Song, and
poems by Dylan Thomas and WH Auden; it was
performed at the Presteigne Festival.
The Laurie Lee Songs belong to that early time,
being written between 1956 and 1958. I have
always esteemed Laurie Lee as a poet, and still
do; I have been delighted by a recent revival of
interest in his work. The world of nature, youth
and the spring which it evokes matched musical
discoveries that I was making at that time. Boy in
Ice proclaims the innocence of the C major triad
(indeed, of the triad itself) and explores the
possibilities of diatonic discord. The Edge of Day
has a toccata-like part for the piano which
energetically expands the motoric rhythms I
already loved. The Easter Green owes an even
more obvious debt to the Stravinsky of Les
Noces in its bell-like chiming. Town Owl has
prowling ostinati, under the owlish birdcalls, and
an altogether more chromatic vocabulary. April
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Notes by Hugh Wood

Rise integrates chords and melodies using
fourths and major seconds into its basically
diatonic texture; its theme was to be quoted
many years later in my third string quartet.
Interest in other poets followed. Four poems by
Edwin Muir made up The Rider Victory (1968)
and three poems by Ted Hughes in The Horses
(1967). Both these poets, together with a prose
passage from James Joyce, were to provide the
texts of Three Choruses (1966). But the DH
Lawrence settings were written over many years.
Dog Tired was only completed after several
attempts between 1966 and 1974: and Kisses in
the Train also took a long time to get right. The
other three poems record Lawrence’s run-away
days with Frieda in Bavaria, and have one topic in
common. River Roses describes a transcendent
encounter while walking with her by the river Isar
– an episode nevertheless edged with dread.
Roses on the Breakfast Table is the next
morning’s meditation on his experience; so it has
a hidden musical quotation from the previous
song. Gloire de Dijon compares this marvellous
rose with the vision of Frieda stepping out of her
morning bath. When I read it for the first time I
immediately thought of my favourite paintings by
Bonnard, obsessed by a similar subject. One of
them appears on the front cover of this CD
booklet.
Greece has always been a great passion; in this I
follow generations of Englishmen attracted to the

land and its people. I made a false start on these
poems over twenty years ago. A commission
from the Finzi Friends enabled me to produce a
completely reconceived and rewritten version;
this was performed at Ludlow in 2007, by
Roderick Williams and Iain Burnside, to whom
they are dedicated. Lawrence Durrell spent much
of his diplomatic and literary life in the eastern
Mediterranean; Delos is an evocation of the
Greek islands, Nemea a meditation on ancient
history. Robert Graves wrote a book on Greek
myths – but Ouzo Unclouded is merely a jeu
d’esprit about that perilous drink. Seferis (under
his birth name George Seferiadis) was Greek
ambassador to this country in 1957-61. I owe
acquaintance with his ecstatic poem to a friend I
made in Greece; she scribbled the Greek
original, spontaneously from memory, into my
notebook. Demetrios Capetanakis came to
England in 1939, and died of leukaemia in 1944
at the age of 32; he wrote his remarkable poems
in English. In The Isles of Greece he presents an
expressionist portrait of a landscape which is
hard, extreme and unforgiving. Bitter Lemons is
valedictory – Durrell’s farewell to Cyprus.
I’ve been attracted to, and have set, many other
poets, but the one who I’ve returned to time and
again for musical setting over the last half-century
is Robert Graves. Four collections were written
over the 1970s and 1980s. So when, eight years
ago, I was asked to write something for the BBC
and Royal Philharmonic Society’s New

Generation Artists Scheme, I gladly returned to
Graves. But for the first time I attempted a cycle
(rather than a collection) which would follow the
characteristic pattern of the great classic song
cycles in depicting the rise and fall of a love
affair. Graves wrote no such cycle: I’ve dared to
construct one. It doesn’t achieve too strong a
story-line, but the songs are meant to be sung in
a fixed order.
The cycle begins with a dream of first
acquaintance, followed by the rather cheerful
intimacy of a sick-room visit. Beatrice and Dante
and The Garden try to universalize the experience
first from the poet’s, then from the woman’s point
of view. The next four songs tell of the exaltations
and calms of the height of a love affair. First
comes a blissful awakening from sleep, and then
in The Crab Tree the evocation of the complete
Gravesian Mediterranean landscape of his
imagination, with private joy at its heart, followed
by the zodiacal playfulness of Bites and Kisses.
With Horizon decline and betrayal set in,
disguised (or revealed?) by the rhythms of a
Habanera. The Window Sill conjures up a
nightmarish dream; in A Lost Jewel, the beloved
is lost to a ‘strange bed‘, but still broods over the
blue jewel of previous happiness. With Hedges
Freaked with Snow, it is all over.

© 2015 Hugh Wood
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Laurie Lee Songs
1

Boy in Ice
O river, green and still,
By frost and memory stayed,
Your dumb and stiffened glass divides
A shadow and a shade.

And my huge eye a chaos is
Where molten worlds are born;
Where floats the eagle’s flaming moon
And crows, like clinkers, burn;

In air, the shadow’s face
My winter gaze lets fall
To see beneath the stream’s bright bars
That other shade in thrall –

Where blackbirds scream with comet tails,
And flaring finches fall,
And starlings, aimed like meteors,
Bounce from the garden wall;

A boy, time-fixed in ice,
His cheeks with summer dyed,
His mouth a rose-devouring rose,
His bird-throat petrified.

Where from the edge of day I spring
Alive for mortal flight,
Lit by the heart’s exploding sun
Bursting from night to night.

O fabulous and lost,
More distant to me now
Than rock-drawn mammoth, painted stag
Or tigers in the snow.
You stare into my face,
Dead as ten thousand years,
Your sparrow tongue sealed in my mouth
Your world about my ears.
And till our shadows meet,
Till time burns through the ice,
Thus frozen shall we ever stay,
Locked in this paradise.
2

From flinty tongue, and all the sky
Showers with electric larks.

The Edge of Day
The dawn’s precise pronouncement
Waits with breath of life indrawn,
Then forms with smoky, smut-red lips
The great O of the sun.
The mouldering atoms of the dark
Blaze into morning air;
The birdlike stars droop down and die,
The starlike birds catch fire.
The thrush’s tinder throat strikes up,
The sparrow chips hot sparks
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The green blood flushing at the heart
Anoints the prodigal.
4

The Easter Green
Not dross, but dressed with good,
Is this gold air;
Not bald or bare,
But bearded like a God
Grown old more fair.
Dazed from the pit I see
Glazes of holy light
On day and diamond night;
Through every sun I hear
The chiming aconite.
By husk and darkness fed
My appetite grows keen,
By buried lusts made lean,
Child-tongued I suck sweet bread
And kiss the virgin green,
I from the well new-drawn,
With root and flower am crowned
Drowsed, but not drowned.
The Easter father blesses with a lamb;
The son is not disowned
So shall I know, come fall,
Come flesh returning frail,
This shriving shall not fail:
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Town Owl
On eves of cold, when slow coal fires,
rooted in basements, burn and branch,
brushing with smoke the city air;
When quartered moons pale in the sky,
and neons glow along the dark
like deadly nightshade on a briar;
Above the muffled traffic then
I hear the owl, and at his note
I shudder in my private chair.
For like an augur he has come
to roost among our crumbling walls,
his blooded talons sheathed in fur.
Some secret lure of time it seems
has called him from his country wastes
to hunt a newer wasteland here.
And where the candelabra swung
bright with the dancers’ thousand eyes,
now his black, hooded pupils stare,
And where the silk-shoed lovers ran
with dust of diamonds in their hair,
he opens now his silent wing,
And, like a stroke of doom, drops down,
and swoops across the empty hall,
and plucks a quick mouse off the stair...
April Rise
If ever I saw blessing in the air
I see it now in this still early day
Where lemon-green the vaporous morning drips
Wet sunlight on the powder of my eye.
Blown bubble-film of blue, the sky wraps round
Weeds of warm light whose every root and rod
Splutters with soapy green, and all the world
Sweats with the bead of summer in its bud.
If ever I heard blessing it is there
Where birds in trees that shoals and shadows are
Splash with their hidden wings and drops of sound
Break on my ears their crests of throbbing air.

Pure in the haze the emerald sun dilates,
The lips of sparrows milk the mossy stones,
While white as water by the lake a girl
Swims her green hand among the gathered swans.
Now, as the almond burns its smoking wick,
Dropping small flames to light the candled grass;
Now, as my low blood scales its second chance,
If ever world were blessed, now it is.
Laurie Lee (1914-1997)

DH Lawrence Songs
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Dog-tired
If she would come to me here
Now the sunken swaths
Are glittering paths
To the sun, and the swallows cut clear
Into the setting sun! if she came to me here!
If she would come to me now,
Before the last-mown harebells are dead;
While that vetch-clump still burns red!
Before all the bats have dropped from the bough
To cool in the night; if she came to me now!
The horses are untackled, the chattering machine
Is still at last. If she would come
We could gather up the dry hay from
The hill-brow, and lie quite still, till the green
Sky ceased to quiver, and lost its active sheen.
I should like to drop
On the hay, with my head on her knee,
And lie dead still, while she
Breathed quiet above me; and the crop
Of stars grew silently.
I should like to lie still
As if I was dead; but feeling
Her hand go stealing
Over my face and my head, until
This ache was shed.
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Roses on the breakfast table
Just a few of the roses we gathered from the Isar
Are fallen, and their mauve-red petals on the cloth
Float like boats on a river, while other
Roses are ready to fall, reluctant and loth.
She laughs at me across the table, saying
I am beautiful. I look at the rumpled young roses
And suddenly realise, in them as in me,
How lovely the present is that this day discloses.

8

Gloire de Dijon
When she rises in the morning
I linger to watch her;
She spreads the bath-cloth underneath the window
And the sunbeams catch her
Glistening white on the shoulders,
While down her sides the mellow
Golden shadow glows as
She stoops to the sponge, and her swung breasts
Sway like full-blown yellow
Gloire de Dijon roses.
She drips herself with water, and her shoulders
Glisten as silver, they crumple up
Like wet and falling roses, and I listen
For the sluicing of their rain-dishevelled petals.
In the window full of sunlight
Concentrates her golden shadow
Fold on fold, until it glows as
Mellow as the glory roses.

9 Kisses in the Train
I saw the midlands
Revolve through her hair;
The fields of autumn
Stretching bare,
And sheep on the pasture
Tossed back in a scare.
And still as ever
The world went round,
My mouth on her pulsing
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Neck was found,
And my breast to her beating
Breast was bound.
But my heart at the centre
Of all, in a swound
Was still as a pivot,
As all the ground
On its prowling orbit
Shifted round.
And still in my nostrils
The scent of her flesh,
And still my wet mouth
Sought her afresh;
And still one pulse
Through the world did thresh.
And the world all whirling
Around in joy
Like the dance of a dervish
Did destroy
My sense – and my reason
Spun like a toy.
But firm at the centre
My heart was found;
Her own to my perfect
Heart-beat bound,
Like a magnet’s keeper
Closing the round.
10 River Roses
By the Isar, in the twilight
We were wandering and singing,
By the Isar, in the evening
We climbed the huntsman’s ladder and sat swinging
In the fir-tree overlooking the marshes,
While river met with river, and the ringing
Of their pale-green glacier water filled the evening.
By the Isar, in the twilight
We found the dark wild roses
Hanging red at the river; and simmering
Frogs were singing, and over the river closes

Was savour of ice and of roses; and glimmering
Fear was abroad. We whispered: ‘No one knows us.
Let it be as the snake disposes
Here in this simmering marsh.’
DH Lawrence (1885-1930)

The Isles of Greece
11 Delos
On charts they fall like lace,
Islands consuming in a sea
Born dense with its own blue:
And like repairing mirrors holding up
Small towns and trees and rivers
To the still air, the lovely air:
From the clear side of springing Time,
In clement places where the windmills ride,
Turning over grey springs in Mykonos,
In shadows with a gesture of content.
Lawrence Durrell (1912-1990)
12 Nemea
A song in the valley of Nemea:
Sing quiet, quite quiet here.
Song for the brides of Argos
Combing the swarms of golden hair:
Quite quiet, quiet there.
Under the rolling comb of grass,
The sword outrusts the golden helm.
Agamemnon under tumulus serene
Outsmiles the jury of skeletons:
Cool under cumulus the lion queen:
Only the drum can celebrate,
Only the adjective outlive them.
A song in the valley of Nemea:
Sing quiet, quiet, quiet here.
Tone of the frog in the empty well,
Drone of the bald bee on the cold skull,
Quiet, Quiet, Quiet.
Lawrence Durrell (1912-1990)

13 Ouzo Unclouded
Here is ouzo (she said) to try you:
Better not drowned in water,
Better not chilled with ice,
Not sipped at thoughtfully,
Nor toped in secret.
Drink it down (she said) unclouded
At a blow, this tall glass full,
But keep your eyes on mine
Like a true Arcadian acorn-eater.
Robert Graves (1895-1985)
14 In the sea caves
In the sea caves
there’s a thirst there’s a love
there’s an ecstasy
all hard like shells
you can hold them in your palm.
In the sea caves
for whole days I gazed into your eyes
and I didn’t know you nor did you know me.
George Seferis (1900-1971)
translation by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard
15 The Isles of Greece
The sun is not in love with us,
Nor the corrosive sea;
Yet both will burn our dried-up flesh
In deep intimacy.
With stubborn tongues of briny death
And heavy snakes of fire,
Which writhe and hiss and crack the Greek
Myth of the singing lyre.
The dusty fig-tree cries for help,
Two peasants kill a snake,
While in our rocky heart the gods
Of marble hush and creek.
After long ages all our love
Became a barren fever,
Which makes us glow in martyrdom
More beautiful than ever.
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Yet when the burning horses force
Apollo to dismount
And rest with us at last, he says
That beauty does not count.
Demetrios Capetanakis (1912-1944)
16 Bitter Lemons
In an island of bitter lemons
Where the moon’s cool fevers burn
From the dark globes of the fruit,
And the dry grass underfoot
Tortures memory and revises
Habits half a lifetime dead
Better leave the rest unsaid,
Beauty, darkness, vehemence
Let the old sea-nurses keep
Their memorials of sleep
And the Greek sea’s curly head
Keep its calms like tears unshed
Keep its calms like tears unshed.
Lawrence Durrell (1912-1990)

Wild Cyclamen
17 I – A Dream of Frances Speedwell
I fell in love at my first evening party.
You were tall and fair, just seventeen perhaps,
Talking to my two sisters. I kept silent
And never since have loved a tall fair girl,
Until last night in the small windy hours
When, floating up an unfamiliar staircase
And into someone’s bedroom, there I found her
Posted beside the window in half-light
Wearing that same white dress with lacy sleeves.
She beckoned. I came closer. We embraced
Inseparably until the dream faded.
Her eyes shone clear and blue…
Who was it, though, impersonated you?
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18 II – Wild Cyclamen
‘What can I do for you?’ she asked gently.
I reached for pen and paper: ‘Draw me flowers!’
She pursed her lips – O the smooth brown forehead
The smooth lids drooped, intent on their task –
And drew me wild Majorcan cyclamen
(Not yet in season) extravagantly petalled,
Then laughed and tossed me back the picture.
‘It is nothing,’ she said; yet that cyclamen odour
Hung heavy in the room for a long while;
And when she was gone, I caught myself smiling
In her own crooked way, trying to make my eyes
Sparkle like hers, though ineffectually,
Till I fell asleep; for this was my sick-bed
And her visits brief, by order.
19 III – Beatrice and Dante
He, a grave poet, fell in love with her.
She, a mere child, fell deep in love with love
And, being a child, illumined his whole heart.
From her clear conspect rose a whispering
With no hard words in innocency held back –
Until the day that she became woman,
Frowning to find her love imposed upon:
A new world beaten out in her own image –
For his own deathless glory.
20 IV – The Garden
Enhanced in a tower, asleep, dreaming about him,
The twin buds of her breasts opening like flowers,
Her fingers leafed and wandering…
Past the well
Blossoms an apple-tree, and a horde of birds
Nested in the close thickets of her hair
Grumble in dreamy dissonance,
Calling him to the garden, if he dare.

21 V – The Leap
Forget the rest: my heart is true
And in its waking thought of you
Gives the same wild and sudden leap
That jerks it from the brink of sleep.
22 VI – Not to Sleep
Not to sleep all the night long, for pure joy,
Counting no sheep and careless of chimes,
Welcoming the dawn confabulation
Of birds, her children, who discuss idly
Fanciful details of the promised coming –
Will she be wearing red, or russet, or blue,
Or pure white? – whatever she wears, glorious:
Not to sleep all the night long, for pure joy,
This is given to few but at last to me,
So that when I laugh and stretch and leap from bed
I shall glide downstairs, my feet brushing the carpet
In courtesy to civilized progression,
Though, did I wish, I could soar through the open window
And perch on a branch above, acceptable ally
Of the birds still alert, grumbling gently together.
23 VII – The Crab-Tree
Because of love’s infallibility,
Because of love’s insistence –
And none can call us liars –
Spring heaps your lap with summer buds and flowers
And lights my mountain peaks with Beltane fires.
The sea spreads far below; its blue whale’s-back
Forcing no limit on us;
We watch the boats go by
Beyond rain-laden ranks of olive trees
And, rising, sail in convoy through clear sky.
Never, yet always. Having at last perfected
Utter togetherness
We meet nightly in dream
Where no voice interrupts our confidences
Under the crab-tree by the pebbled stream.

24 VIII – Bites and Kisses
Heather and holly,
Bites and kisses,
A courtship-royal
On the hill’s red cusp.
Look up, look down,
Gaze all about you –
A livelier world
By ourselves contrived:
Swan in full course
Up the Milky Way,
Moon in her wildness,
Sun ascendant
In Crab or Lion,
Beyond the bay
A pride of dolphins
Curving and tumbling
With bites and kisses…
Or dog-rose petals
Well-starred by dew,
Or jewelled pebbles,
Or waterlilies open
For the dragon-flies
In their silver and blue.
25 IX – Horizon
On a clear day how thin the horizon
Drawn between sea and sky,
Between sea-love and sky-love;
And after sunset how debatable
Even for an honest eye.
‘Do as you will tonight’,
Said she, and so he did
By moonlight, candlelight,
Candlelight and moonlight,
While pillowed clouds the horizon hid.
Knowing-not-knowing that such deeds must end
In a curse which lovers long past weeping for
Had heaped upon him: she would be gone one night
With his familiar friend,
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Granting him leave her beauty to explore
By moonlight, candlelight,
Candlelight and moonlight.
26 X – The Window Sill
Presage and caveat not only seem
To come in dream,
But do so come in dream.
When the cock crew and phantoms floated by,
This dreamer I
Out of the house went I,
Down long unsteady streets to a queer square;
And who was there,
Or whom did I know there?
Julia, leaning on her window sill.
‘I love you still,’
She said, ‘O love me still!’
I answered: ‘Julia, do you love me best?’
‘What of this breast,’
She mourned, ‘this flowery breast?’
Then a wild sobbing spread from door to door,
And every floor
Cried shame on every floor,
As she unlaced her bosom to disclose
Each breast a rose,
A white and cankered rose.

27 XI – A Lost Jewel
Who on your breast pillows his head now,
Jubilant to have won
The heart beneath on fire for him alone,
At dawn will hear you, plagued by nightmare,
Mumble and weep
About some blue jewel you were sworn to keep.
Wake, blink, laugh out in reassurance,
Yet your tears will say:
‘It was not mine to lose or give away.’
‘For love it shone – never for the madness
Of a strange bed –
Light on my finger, fortune in my head.’
Roused by your naked grief and beauty,
For lust he will burn:
‘Turn to me, sweetheart! Why do you not turn?’
28 XII – Hedges Freaked With Snow
No argument, no anger, no remorse,
No dividing of blame.
There was poison in the cup – why should we ask
From whose hand it came?
No grief for our dead love, no howling gales
That through darkness blow,
But the smile of sorrow, a wan winter landscape,
Hedges freaked with snow.
Robert Graves (1895-1985)

Robert Graves (1895-1985) Complete Poems in One Volume. Edited by Patrick Quinn. © 2000 Carcanet Press.
Reprinted by permission of Carcanet Press
George Seferis (1900-1971) George Seferis: Collected Poems, 1924-1955. Translated and edited by Edmund Keeley and
Philip Sherrard. © 1967, 1995 Princeton University Press. Reprinted by permission of Princeton University Press.
Laurie Lee (1914-1997) Reproduced with permission of Curtis Brown Group Ltd, London, on behalf of The Estate of Laurie Lee.
Copyright © The Estate of Laurie Lee.
Lawrence Durrell (1912-1990) Reproduced with permission of Curtis Brown Group Ltd, London, on behalf of The Estate of Lawrence
Durrell. Copyright © The Estate of Lawrence Durrell.
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Hugh Wood was born at Parbold, near Wigan,
Lancashire, in 1932. After reading Modern
History at Oxford, he studied with Anthony Milner,
Iain Hamilton and Mátyás Seiber.
Wood has always liked to write chamber music,
from an early string quartet played at an SPNM
concert in 1959 as part of the Cheltenham
Festival, and the 1961 Trio for flute, viola and
piano commissioned by the John Lewis
Partnership to his five String Quartets, written
between 1962 and 2001. Other chamber works
include the 1984 Piano Trio, the 1989 Horn Trio,
Clarinet Trio (1997), and Clarinet Quintet (2007).
His orchestral output began with Scenes from
Comus, which marked his first appearance at the
Proms in 1965. Concertos for cello (1969), violin
(1972), and for piano (1991) followed: the first
and last of these were Proms premieres,
commissioned by the BBC. The Symphony,
which took eight years to write, also appeared
first at a Prom concert in 1982. The Serenade
and Elegy for string orchestra and string quartet,
in memory of Wood’s daughter, was first heard at
Cheltenham in 1999.
Wood’s choral writing includes the a cappella
Three Choruses for the John Alldis Choir (1966),
The Kingdom of God for St. Paul’s Cathedral
Choir (1994) and …from the Pisan Cantos
(2012) for the BBC Singers. Accompanied
choral works are the Cantata Op.30 (DH
Lawrence Bavarian Gentians) and Tenebrae, a
setting of poems by Geoffrey Hill, which uses a
small choir and group of instruments. He has
written more for solo voices – including
Beginnings (2010), a re-working of three early
songs for mezzo-soprano and string orchestra, as

well as settings of Laurie Lee, Robert Graves,
Ted Hughes, Edwin Muir, Neruda, TS Eliot, DH
Lawrence, Erich Fried and Christopher Logue are
only a small part: these are the perhaps the most
neglected part of his output. Wild Cyclamen,
commissioned by the BBC and the Royal
Philharmonic Society for Andrew Kennedy, was
premiered by him and Simon Lepper at
Bridgewater Hall, Manchester, and won a British
Composers Award in 2006.
He has taught music at Morley College (195867), the Royal Academy of Music (1962-65), the
universities of Glasgow (1966-70), Leeds (19756), Liverpool (1971-5) and finally Cambridge
where he was appointed University Lecturer and
became a Fellow and Director of Studies in
Music at Churchill College from 1977-99. He
was a regular broadcaster at the BBC and has
always written a good deal about music; his
essays are to be found in the collection of his
writings, Staking out the Territory, published by
Plumbago Press in 2008.
Many of Hugh Wood’s works have been
commercially recorded. They include Scenes
from Comus and the Symphony (NMC D070);
violin and cello concertos (reissued on NMC
D082), four of the string quartets, The Kingdom
of God, the Horn Trio, and a re-issue of the 1st
and 2nd quartets with two song collections The
Rider Victory and The Horses.

Information about the artists on this
disc can be found on NMC’s website:

www.nmcrec.co.uk
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our work.
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